Dual Targeting of the Cyclin/Rb/E2F and Mitochondrial Pathways in Mantle Cell Lymphoma with the Translation Inhibitor Silvestrol
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STATEMENT OF TRANSLATIONAL RELEVANCE

Tumor cells rely heavily on continued production of proteins involved in growth, proliferation, and protection from apoptosis. However, translation inhibition represents an underexplored approach in cancer therapy. Silvestrol is a unique agent that blocks translation directly at the eIF4F complex, avoiding the compensatory activation of the Akt pathway as is seen with mTOR inhibitors. Here we show that silvestrol exhibits potent growth inhibitory activity in mantle cell lymphoma cells and causes early depletion of cyclin D, with concomitant E2F1 deactivation and cell cycle arrest followed by apoptosis. These results potentially expand the impact of this work into diverse tumor types, most of which rely on sustained proliferation through defects in the cyclin D pathway. Thus, silvestrol may represent a proof-of-concept for an effective new therapeutic strategy in cancer.
ABSTRACT

Purpose: During cell cycle progression, D-cyclins activate cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs) 4/6 to inactivate Rb, permitting E2F1-mediated S-phase gene transcription. This critical pathway is typically deregulated in cancer, and novel inhibitory strategies would be effective in a variety of tumors. The protein synthesis inhibitor silvestrol has potent activity in B-cell leukemias via the mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis, and also reduces cyclin D1 expression in breast cancer and lymphoma cell lines. We hypothesized that this dual activity of silvestrol would make it especially effective in malignancies driven by aberrant cyclin D1 expression.

Experimental Design: Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL), characterized by elevated cyclin D1, was used as a model to test this approach. The cyclin D/Rb/E2F1 pathway was investigated in vitro using MCL cell lines and primary tumor cells. Silvestrol was also evaluated in vivo using an aggressive model of MCL.

Results: Silvestrol showed low nanomolar potency both in MCL cell lines and primary MCL tumor cells. D-cyclins were depleted with just 10 nM silvestrol at 16 hr, with subsequent reductions of phosphorylated Rb, E2F1 protein, and E2F1 target transcription. As demonstrated in other leukemias, silvestrol caused Mcl-1 depletion followed by mitochondrial depolarization and caspase-dependent apoptosis, effects not related to inhibition of CDK4/6. Silvestrol significantly (P<0.0001) prolonged survival in a MCL xenograft model without detectable toxicity.

Conclusions: These data indicate that silvestrol effectively targets the cyclin/CDK/Rb pathway, and additionally induces cytotoxicity via intrinsic apoptosis. This dual activity may be an effective therapeutic strategy in MCL and other malignancies.
INTRODUCTION

In normal cells, the progression from G1 to S phase of the cell cycle is tightly controlled by a conserved mechanism involving cyclins D1, D2 and/or D3, cyclin-dependent kinases (CDK) 4 and/or 6, CDK inhibitory proteins of the INK4 family, the tumor suppressor Rb, and transcription factors of the E2F family. In non-dividing cells, hypophosphorylated Rb binds E2F proteins to suppress their activity. Upon appropriate signaling, D-cyclins bind and activate CDK4/6 to phosphorylate and inactivate Rb, freeing E2F to form a complex with other factors to drive the transcription of genes required for cell cycle progression and DNA synthesis (reviewed in (1)). Nearly all tumors are defective in some aspect of this pathway, e.g. through cyclin overproduction, INK4 mutations, or Rb inactivation, providing tumor cells a strong growth advantage and escape from normal mitotic control. Components of this pathway are proposed to constitute valuable therapeutic targets (2, 3), and considerable efforts are underway to develop specific pharmacologic inhibitors. As an example, the CDK4/6-specific inhibitor PD-0332991 (4) has efficacy in a variety of tumor models (5-9), and is currently undergoing clinical testing (10, 11). However, as a single agent PD-0332991 was reported to be cytostatic rather than cytotoxic, although it sensitizes cells to cytotoxic agents (6). Owing to the near universal dysfunction of the cyclin/Rb pathway across cancer types, a dual strategy to block the cyclin D/CDK4,6/Rb pathway while concurrently activating apoptosis has the potential to provide broad therapeutic benefit.

A prime example of a tumor with a disrupted cyclin D/Rb axis is the B-cell malignancy Mantle Cell Lymphoma (MCL), in which the t(11;14)(q13;q32) translocation places CCND1, the gene for cyclin D1, under the control of an immunoglobulin promoter. This results in elevated and sustained cyclin D1 expression in tumor cells and concomitant Rb inactivation, S phase entry and cell division (12). Furthermore, in more aggressive cases mutations/deletions in the genes for DNA damage response factors such as ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and p16ARF are likely to contribute to aberrant mitotic progression by impeding the activities of CHK1/2 and p53 (13). MCL is a relatively uncommon subset of Non-Hodgkin Lymphoma, but accounts for a disproportionate number of deaths. Treatment options are limited and relapses are nearly universal, highlighting the need for new therapeutic approaches. Beyond the obvious clinical need, however, MCL provides an excellent model to investigate therapeutic targeting of the D-cyclin CDK4,6/Rb pathway.

Silvestrol is a structurally unique, plant-derived cyclopenta[b]benzofuran (14) with potent in vitro and in vivo anti-tumor activity in B-cell malignancies including acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) (15). Silvestrol is reported to block the initiation
step of translation by promoting an aberrant interaction of the RNA helicase eIF4A with capped mRNA, thus preventing assembly into the eIF4F complex (16, 17). This effect leads to selective depletion of short half-life proteins, including Mcl-1 (15) and cyclin D1 (17, 18). The therapeutic benefit of protein synthesis inhibition in MCL and other B-cell malignancies is well-substantiated by the vast amount of data with mTOR inhibitors, and both Mcl-1 and cyclin D1 are commonly shown to be affected by these agents (19). Although multiple studies show that inhibiting of either cyclin D1 alone (20) or CDK4/6 alone (5) is not cytotoxic, the resulting interference with tumor cell growth in vivo may be sufficient to provide therapeutic benefit. More importantly, however, recent work indicates that inhibition of the D-cyclin/CDK4,6 pathway can sensitize tumor cells to targeted agents including bortezomib (21) and imatinib (22). Thus, we hypothesized that silvestrol, through its dual activities of D-cyclin inhibition and direct induction of apoptosis, would be especially effective in rapidly proliferating B-cell malignancies.

Here, we demonstrate that silvestrol shows potent cytostatic as well as cytotoxic activity in MCL primary cells and cell lines. Low doses of silvestrol cause the loss of D-cyclins followed by Rb dephosphorylation and abrogation of E2F1-mediated transcription. Additionally, as we previously reported in chronic and acute lymphocytic leukemias, silvestrol induces depletion of Mcl-1 with subsequent mitochondrial depolarization and apoptosis via the intrinsic pathway, thus providing a dual anti-tumor effect. Importantly, silvestrol provides a significant survival advantage in an aggressive mouse model of MCL. Together, these data support further pre-clinical investigation of this novel agent in MCL as well as other malignancies with a hyperactivated D-cyclin/CDK4,6 axis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Reagents: Isolation and characterization of silvestrol has been described (14). The caspase inhibitor Q-VD-OPH (Enzyme Systems Products, Aurora, OH) was used at 20 micromolar (µM). JC-1 (5,5’,6,6’-tetrachloro-1,1’,3,3’-tetracyanobenzimidazolylcarbocyanine iodide) and dihydroethidium (DHE) were obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA). The CDK4/6 inhibitor PD-0332991(4) was purchased from Active Biochem (Maplewood, NJ). TRAIL was purchased from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MN).

Cells and cell lines: MCL cell lines were kindly provided by Dr. Raymond Lai, University of Alberta (Edmonton, Alberta, Canada) and have been previously described (23). Primary MCL cells were obtained from the blood or marrow of patients diagnosed with MCL by World Health Organization criteria (24), following written informed consent according to the Declaration of
Helsinki. Tumor cells were enriched to at least 85% by CD45 expression (StemCell Technologies, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada). All cells were incubated in RPMI 1640 supplemented with heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (10%), L-glutamine (2 mM), and penicillin (100 U/mL)/streptomycin (100 g/mL) (all from Sigma, St. Louis MO) at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.

**Growth inhibition:** To assess growth inhibition, CellTiter96® (MTS) assays were performed according to the manufacturer's instructions (Promega, Madison, WI). IC50 values with 90% confidence intervals were calculated using Prism (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA).

**Flow cytometry studies:** Cell viability was measured by flow cytometry using annexin-V-FITC/Propidium Iodide (annexin/PI) according to the manufacturer's instructions (BD Pharmingen). Mitochondrial membrane depolarization was assessed using JC-1 and reactive oxygen species generation was assessed using DHE as previously reported (25, 26). Cell cycle studies were performed according to standard procedures (27). All studies were conducted using a Beckman Coulter FC500 instrument (Brea, CA).

**Immunoblot analyses:** SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting were performed according to standard procedures. Antibodies to cyclin D1 and Mcl-1 were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA); phosphorylated and total Rb from Cell Signaling Technology (Beverly, MA); E2F1 from Sigma; and GAPDH from Chemicon (Temecula, CA). Species-appropriate secondary antibodies conjugated with horseradish peroxidase were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. Protein bands were quantified by integration of the chemiluminescence signals on an AlphalImager system (Proteinsimple, Santa Clara, CA).

**Real-time reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR):** Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). Real-time RT-PCR was performed using TaqMan Universal Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City CA), using TATA binding protein (TBP) as an endogenous control. Primers and labeled probes were obtained from Applied Biosystems. Mean threshold cycle (Ct) values were calculated by ABI PRISM software (Applied Biosystems) and used to determine fold differences according to manufacturer's instructions.

**In vivo studies:** The JeKo-1 xenograft mouse model of MCL was used as previously described by our group (28-30). In this model, mice develop an aggressive, widely disseminated lymphoma with circulating and organ-infiltrating tumor cells and a median survival of four weeks post-tumor injection. CB17 SCID mice (Taconic, Hudson NY) were depleted of murine natural killer (NK) cells with weekly intraperitoneal injections of 0.2 mg anti-mouse interleukin-2 receptor β monoclonal antibody (TMβ1), starting the day prior to engraftment. Mice were injected via the tail
vein with 4x10^7 JeKo-1 cells, then randomized to two groups. Fifteen days post-injection, treatment was initiated either with vehicle (30% hydroxypropyl-β-cyclodextrin in water) or silvestrol at 1.5 mg/kg in vehicle, intraperitoneally every 48 hr. Animals were monitored daily for signs of tumor burden (weight loss, hind limb paralysis, respiratory distress, ruffled coat, and distended abdomen). Animals were euthanized if they exhibited either hind limb paralysis, 30% reduction in body mass, or 10% reduction in body mass together with respiratory distress and/or ruffled coat or lethargic behavior. The primary endpoint was survival as defined by the lack of euthanasia criteria. All animal work was reviewed and approved by the OSU University Laboratory Animal Resources (ULAR)-Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. For the pharmacodynamics experiment, a subset of mice at 3 weeks post-engraftment were injected with either silvestrol or vehicle. Spleen cells were obtained from euthanized mice at 24 hr and lysates were immediately prepared. Immunoblots for cyclin D1 were performed as described above, using an identical aliquot of JeKo-1 lysate as a normalizing control across blots.

Statistics: Linear mixed effects models were used to assess the average interaction effect between TRAIL and all five silvestrol doses for Mino and Jeko-1 cells separately, using an adjusted α=0.025 level of significance for each comparison to control the overall Type I error rate at α=0.05. For the mouse experiments, Kaplan-Meier estimates of the survival function for vehicle and silvestrol conditions were generated, and median survival times with 95% confidence intervals were calculated. Overall survival between the two groups was compared using the log-rank test using an α=0.05 level of significance. For the pharmacodynamics experiment, a mixed effects model was fit to account for experimental variability. SAS/STAT software (Version 9.2; SAS Institute Inc.) was used for all statistical analyses.

RESULTS

Silvestrol has potent cytotoxic activity in MCL cells: The activity of silvestrol was examined using a panel of MCL cell lines that included Mino, JeKo-1, and SP-53. As shown in Fig 1A, silvestrol showed low nanomolar IC_{50} values (concentration required for 50% growth inhibition) in the Mino and JeKo-1 cell lines at 48 hr by MTS assay. We previously reported that silvestrol is a substrate of P-glycoprotein (31). As SP-53 cells were notably more resistant to silvestrol, we hypothesized that P-gp expression was responsible for this difference. In support of this, SP-53 cells readily effluxed the fluorescent P-gp substrate rhodamine 123 (flow cytometry; data not shown), and the 48-hr IC_{50} was reduced approximately 4-fold in the presence of the P-gp inhibitor verapamil (Fig 1A). As the MTS assay does not distinguish cytotoxicity from cytostasis, cell death was confirmed in each case by annexin/propidium iodide (PI) staining and flow cytometric evaluation.
(Fig 1B and additional data not shown). We next evaluated the effects of silvestrol in primary tumor cells from six MCL patients (clinical characteristics of patients summarized in Table). Cells were isolated by CD45 selection and incubated without or with 10 nM silvestrol for 48 hr, and cell viability was examined by annexin/PI flow cytometry (Fig 1C). Data were plotted as percent live (annexin-negative and PI-negative) cells relative to each sample’s time-matched untreated control. The results indicated variability in silvestrol sensitivity between patient samples, but a median sensitivity comparable to the JeKo-1 and Mino cell lines. As we previously reported that silvestrol shows a relatively short half-life in vivo (32), we tested the effects with various exposure times. A 16 hr exposure of JeKo-1 cells to silvestrol produced approximately 50% of the effect achieved with continuous 48 hr exposure. Removing silvestrol after 24 hr reduced its efficacy only minimally (Fig 2; growth inhibition assessed at 48 hr in each case). Interestingly, at 16 and 24 hr the cells remained largely viable (>90% and >80% annexin/PI negative, respectively; data not shown). These results are similar to our findings in CLL primary cells (15), and together indicate that although the cytotoxic effects of silvestrol require at least 8-12 hours to initiate, they are largely irreversible by 24 hr even though cell death as measured by PI is minimal at that time. Our prior pharmacokinetics study (32) indicated that with a single-dosing strategy, concentrations achievable in vivo for similar time periods remain in the low nanomolar range. Thus, to reflect these data, further experiments to assess the mechanism utilized 10 and 40 nM silvestrol for 16 and 24 hr.

**Silvestrol depletes oncogenic proteins in MCL cells:** Cyclins D1 and D3 were dramatically reduced in MCL cell lines with just 10 nM silvestrol at 16 hr (Fig 3A). Cyclin D2 could be detected in Mino, but not JeKo-1, cells and appeared to be reduced with silvestrol treatment, although levels were insufficient to allow quantification (data not shown). Silvestrol also caused the loss of both Mcl-1 and c-myc, as was previously reported along with cyclin D1 in the Granta-519 MCL cell line and other tumor types (15, 17, 18). Dramatic loss of cyclin D1 was also evident in primary MCL tumor cells with just 10 nM silvestrol (Fig 3B). These changes were not a consequence of an apoptotic process; as mentioned above, viability of cells at this time point (16 hr) were not different than untreated as determined by annexin/PI flow cytometry (data not shown). Furthermore, depletion of each of these proteins was not the result of transcriptional effects, as cyclin D1, Mcl-1 and c-myc mRNA levels were unchanged or moderately increased in these same samples (Fig 3C). As cyclin D1 is known to be degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, we repeated this experiment in the presence of the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib to determine if the loss of this protein was due to increased proteasomal degradation. As shown in Fig 3D, cyclin D1 depletion following silvestrol treatment was unaffected by the
addition of bortezomib. Together, these data are consistent with the hypothesis that silvestrol inhibits cyclin D1 production at the translation stage.

**Downstream effects of cyclin D1 depletion:** During cell cycle progression, cyclin D1 translocates into the nucleus and forms a holoenzyme with CDK4/6 to phosphorylate the Rb resulting in the release of E2F transcription factors and G1/S phase transition (1). We therefore assessed the effects of silvestrol-mediated cyclin D1 depletion in Mino and JeKo-1 MCL cell lines incubated for 16 or 24 hr in the presence of 10-40 nM silvestrol. As cyclin D1 depletion is expected to have the immediate effect of CDK4/6 inactivation, we also included the CDK4/6-specific inhibitor PD-0332991 (4) as a control. We performed preliminary experiments to determine the minimum effective dose of PD-0332991 for these cell lines. Concentrations between 100 and 1000 nM produced similar effects as measured by growth inhibition (MTS assay), and none were cytotoxic as determined by annexin/PI flow cytometry (data not shown). We therefore used 100 nM in the remaining experiments. As expected, silvestrol and PD-0332991 both resulted in the loss of the phosphorylated form of Rb, while total Rb levels were generally not affected (**Fig 4A**). Additionally, silvestrol caused a notable reduction in E2F1 protein (**Fig 4A**). This reduction was also observed with PD-0332991, although to a lesser extent, suggesting that silvestrol-mediated E2F1 loss might be partly attributable to loss of CDK4/6 activity following cyclin depletion. Thus, silvestrol treatment may produce E2F1 inactivation both through hypophosphorylation of Rb as well as total E2F1 protein reduction. As shown in **Fig 4B**, message levels of classical E2F1 targets including cyclin E, proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), thymidine kinase, CDK’s 2 and 4, MCM10, CDC45, and CDC6 were notably reduced in Mino and JeKo-1 cells with just 10 nM silvestrol. Results using PD-0332991 were similar in Mino cells, although in JeKo-1 cells PD-0332991 had little effect on these targets at the 100 nM concentration used. These experiments also showed silvestrol-mediated loss of E2F1 mRNA. As E2F1 is regulated by multiple factors including cyclin D1 and c-myc as well as itself, this result is not unexpected. Finally, low concentrations of silvestrol consistently produced an increase in the G1 population and a decrease in the intermediate (S-phase) population, suggestive of arrest at the G1 transition (**Fig 4C**).

**Mechanism of cell death:** As loss of the Bcl-2 family member protein Mcl-1 is consistently observed in silvestrol-treated cells and E2F1 has been reported to modulate the transcription of apoptosis-related genes (33), we analyzed silvestrol-treated JeKo-1 and Mino cells for several of these factors. We did not observe substantial changes in protein levels of Bcl-2, Bax, Bak, Bag-1, Bim, or XIAP (data not shown). Similar to what we previously reported in CLL and ALL cells, silvestrol treatment consistently induced mitochondrial depolarization in JeKo-1 and Mino cells as
early as 16 hr that increased over time (24 hr data shown; Fig 5A). This effect was not related to the inhibition of CDK4/6, as 100 nM PD-0332991 produced little or no change. Addition of the caspase inhibitor Q-VD-OPH reduced but did not prevent silvestrol-mediated mitochondrial depolarization, suggesting the involvement of caspases in this process. Increases in reactive oxygen species (ROS) production are indicative of mitochondrial perturbation. Therefore, we next evaluated silvestrol-induced ROS generation using Q-VD-OPH and gating around the live population in the forward/side scatter to focus the analysis on non-apoptotic cells. By 24 hr, ROS production was notably increased by silvestrol in both JeKo-1 and Mino cells (Fig 5B), indicating that silvestrol induces ROS generation that is not simply a consequence of cell death.

Loss of Mcl-1 is known to sensitize tumor cells to apoptosis mediated by TNF-receptor associated ligand (TRAIL) (34, 35). We therefore investigated whether silvestrol produced this effect. JeKo-1 and Mino cells were incubated 24 hr with or without 10 nM silvestrol before adding TRAIL at various concentrations and incubating an additional 24 hr. In JeKo-1 cells, responses were additive although a significant interaction effect (synergism) was not observed (p=0.351) (Fig 5C). However in Mino cells, the interaction effect across all doses was highly significant (p<0.0001), indicating a much greater effect of TRAIL in the presence of silvestrol (Fig 5D). As TRAIL sensitization can also be mediated by the loss of c-FLIP (36), we also investigated c-FLIP expression by immunoblot. No changes in c-FLIP expression were observed in either cell line (data not shown).

In vivo activity: We and others previously showed that silvestrol produces significant in vivo benefit in diverse cancer models that include prostate and breast cancer (17) and chronic and acute B-cell leukemias/lymphomas (15, 18). To evaluate the single-agent activity of silvestrol in MCL, we employed the JeKo-1/SCID model as recently reported by our group (28). In this model, engraftment of JeKo-1 cells produces an aggressive disseminated leukemia that, in untreated animals, results in a median survival of just 28 days. For these studies, NK cell-depleted SCID mice were injected intravenously with 40 million JeKo-1 cells. Day 15 post-inoculation, treatments were initiated with either vehicle alone (hydroxypropyl beta-cyclodextrin, 30% in sterile water) or 1.5 mg/kg silvestrol in vehicle (n = 10 per group), administered intraperitoneally every 48 hr. This dose was selected for its known safety in studies using non-tumored animals (data not shown). The median survival of vehicle-treated vs. silvestrol-treated mice was 27 vs. 38 days (N = 10 and 9 respectively; log rank P<0.0001) (Fig 6a). These results were confirmed in a follow-up experiment using the identical regimen, in which the median survivals were 28.5 vs. 36 days for vehicle- and silvestrol-treated mice, respectively (N=10 each group; log rank P=0.0008). Importantly, there was no evidence of toxicity in silvestrol-treated animals as noted by weight
loss; however, detailed toxicity studies remain to be conducted. Separately, a cohort of identically engrafted animals was treated 23 days post-engraftment with a single injection either of silvestrol (N=10) or vehicle (n=9). 24 hr later, spleen cells were collected for immunoblotting. As shown in Fig 6b, cyclin D1 levels were moderately but significantly lower in the group of mice receiving silvestrol (0.47-fold versus vehicle; 95% CI = 0.29, 0.75; P=0.0112).

DISCUSSION

MCL is an aggressive, incurable B-cell malignancy for which novel therapeutic strategies are desperately needed. Additionally, it represents a valuable model of disrupted cell cycle control, a nearly universal characteristic of cancer. Thus, the use of MCL as a system to investigate mechanisms of tumor cell killing related to cell cycle may identify factors with relevance to a variety of malignancies. Here, we show that silvestrol potently induces cell growth inhibition and cell death in MCL cell lines and primary cells, and significantly prolongs survival in an aggressive in vivo model of MCL. These effects appear to be due to dual inhibition of cell cycle progression via depletion of D-cyclins and E2F1, as well as induction of mitochondrial depolarization and intrinsic apoptosis via depletion of Mcl-1 as previously reported by our group (15). Although either cyclin D depletion (20) or CDK4/6 inhibition (6, 7) alone are not necessarily sufficient to induce cell death, the data presented here suggest that the dual effect of cell cycle inhibition and mitochondrial depolarization readily induces cell death, potentially representing an effective therapeutic strategy in MCL. Furthermore, this strategy sensitizes cells to additional agents such as TRAIL, as demonstrated here, or to a variety of chemotherapies (16, 18, 37).

Silvestrol appears to exert its effects via inhibition of translation by promoting an abnormal association of capped mRNA with the RNA helicase eIF4A (16, 17), thus sequestering mRNA from the eIF4F initiation complex. This translation inhibition mechanism likely explains the depletion of both cyclin D1 and Mcl-1 reported here, as mRNA for both genes is unaffected or moderately increased and proteasome inhibition does not fully prevent protein loss. Agents with similar effects, but different mechanisms of translation inhibition, include sorafenib (38), homoharringtonine and its derivatives (39), and mTOR inhibitors (40). These agents have obvious therapeutic benefit in multiple cancer types, and together with the data shown here, strongly support translation inhibition as a valuable therapeutic strategy. However it will be important to ascertain the relative benefits of direct translation inhibition with silvestrol, versus indirect inhibition with various kinase inhibitors. Hypothetically, direct inhibition of translation avoids the potential feedback activation of survival pathways (41, 42), although we have not yet shown this to provide an advantage in vivo. Furthermore, as both rapamycin (41, 42) and silvestrol (31) have been shown to activate resistance mechanisms, their optimal benefit is likely...
to be observed in combination strategies.

Silvestrol is a unique member of an intriguing class of natural products, rocaaglates, that are being investigated for activity in hematologic malignancies alone or in combination with other agents (37, 43, 44). Efficacy of this class of agents in various solid tumors is also under evaluation, and our results showing inhibition of the D-cyclin/CDK4,6/Rb axis suggest that it will have activity in a subset of these as well. Interestingly, our results reveal subtle differences between the effects of silvestrol in B-leukemias versus prostate or breast cancer cells, which might signal variations in cytotoxic mechanisms despite the obvious potency of silvestrol in each of these tumor types. For example, as reported by Cencic et al. (17), silvestrol causes loss of Bcl-2 protein expression in MDA-MB-231 breast and PC-3 prostate cancer cells, whereas our results show very little effect of silvestrol on Bcl-2 protein levels prior to cell death, either in MCL as reported here, or in CLL or ALL ((15) and data not shown). Bcl-2 is a critical anti-apoptotic protein and a validated therapeutic target, and its reduction in solid tumor cell lines suggests combination strategies of silvestrol with agents that show reduced efficacy in the presence of elevated Bcl-2. However, the relative lack of Bcl-2 reduction in B-leukemias and lymphomas treated with silvestrol, coupled with their exquisite sensitivity to this agent, indicates that Bcl-2 loss is not essential for silvestrol-mediated cytotoxicity.

Previous reports suggest that rocaaglates may act in part as inhibitors of the NF-κB pathway (45). As NF-κB is frequently activated in leukemias and serves a pro-survival function, it would be valuable to find that silvestrol blocked this important pathway. However, under the conditions reported here, silvestrol treatment did not reduce mRNA levels of classical NF-κB targets including XIAP, BCL2L1, NFKB1, CD74, and BCL3 (data not shown), and in fact moderate transcriptional increases were noted in putative NF-κB targets cyclin D1, c-myc and Mcl-1. This suggests that NF-κB inhibition is unlikely to be a component of silvestrol-mediated cytostasis or cytotoxicity in MCL cells. Additionally, although we observed the loss of the potential therapeutic target protein c-myc, classical c-myc-modulated genes were not found to be affected in these experiments. However, these observations do not rule out the potential importance of silvestrol-mediated c-myc depletion in other tumor types.

The primary factors in the D-cyclin/CDK/E2F pathway have been reported to participate in cellular processes as diverse as DNA damage response and repair, differentiation and apoptosis, in addition to cell cycle control (2, 3, 46). We have not yet evaluated the effect of silvestrol on each of these many pathways. Clearly, more research is needed to sort out the consequences of inhibiting D-cyclins and their downstream effector molecules. Regardless, our data demonstrate the strong therapeutic potential of concurrently interfering with this plus other pro-survival
pathways (i.e. mitochondrial stabilization) through direct inhibition of translation.
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### TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pt #</th>
<th>Age/ Sex</th>
<th>MCL variant</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Source of tumor cells</th>
<th>Previous therapy</th>
<th>Symbol on chart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>55/F</td>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>lymph node</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>◊</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>59/M</td>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>IVA</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>□</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>65/M</td>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>52/M</td>
<td>Blastoid</td>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>60/M</td>
<td>Blastoid</td>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>63/F</td>
<td>Classic</td>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>blood</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>○</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FIGURE LEGENDS

Figure 1. Efficacy of silvestrol in MCL cells: (A) The indicated cell lines were incubated with various concentrations of silvestrol, and growth inhibition was assessed at 48 hr by MTS assay (N ≥ 3 each). Additionally, the SP-53 cell line was re-tested under identical conditions in the presence of verapamil (10 µM). IC$_{50}$ and 95% confidence intervals are shown. (B) JeKo-1 cells were incubated 24 hr as indicated, then analyzed by annexin (x-axis) and PI (y-axis) flow cytometry. Mino results were similar. Data are representative of three individual experiments. (C) MCL patient samples (N=6; see Table) were incubated with silvestrol for 24 hr and evaluated by annexin/PI flow cytometry. Percent live (annexin- and PI-) are plotted relative to each sample’s untreated control. The horizontal black bar shows the median value.

Figure 2. Effects of exposure time: JeKo-1 cells were incubated with or without 40 nM silvestrol. At each timepoint shown, cells were re-plated in fresh media without silvestrol. All incubations were continued to a total of 48 hr. Growth inhibition was then assessed by MTS assay. Data are the averages of three experiments and bars indicate +/- standard deviation.

Figure 3. Effects of silvestrol on key MCL survival and proliferation proteins: (A) JeKo-1 or Mino cells were incubated 16 or 24 hr with silvestrol as indicated, and lysates were analyzed by immunoblot. Results are representative of at least three separate experiments. Vertical lines indicate deletion of an irrelevant lane in the same blot. (B) MCL primary tumor cells were incubated 16 hr +/- silvestrol and immunoblotted for cyclin D1 (representative of six patient samples). (C) RNA was extracted from the cells in (A) at the 16 hr timepoint and analyzed by real-time RT-PCR. Data were normalized to TBP and are shown relative to the untreated time-matched sample. Results are averages of three separate experiments, and the bars show +/- standard deviation. (D) JeKo-1 cells were incubated with or without silvestrol (10 nM) or bortezomib (BTZ; 10 nM) for 4 hr (left 4 lanes). Additionally, BTZ was added 2 hr prior to silvestrol treatment (right two lanes), and incubations continued for 4 hr. Mcl-1 was also included as a known proteasome target. Lower bands in the GAPDH blot are residual cyclin D1 (36 kDa). Similar results were observed in two additional experiments.

Figure 4. Effects of silvestrol on cyclin D downstream events: (A) JeKo-1 and Mino cells were incubated as indicated, and lysates were analyzed for the indicated proteins by immunoblot. The CDK4/6 inhibitor PD-0332991 (100 nM) was included as a control. Results shown are representative of at least three experiments. (B) Transcriptional effects of silvestrol on
E2F1 targets in JeKo-1 (black bars) and Mino (grey bars) MCL cells as assessed by real-time RT-PCR. N=5 (except for cyclin E1, CDK2 and PCNA, N=4) and bars indicate -/+ standard deviation. (C) Cell cycle effects of silvestrol in JeKo-1 and Mino MCL cell lines (16 hr). All results are representative of at least three individual experiments.

Figure 5. Silvestrol mechanism of cell death: (A) JeKo-1 (top) and Mino (bottom) cells were incubated 24 hr as indicated and stained using the voltage-sensitive dye JC-1. Mitochondrial integrity was assessed as percentage of cells remaining in the FL2 (y-axis) high, FL1 (x-axis) low population. Data are representative of three separate experiments. (B) JeKo-1 and Mino cells were incubated with or without silvestrol in the presence of Q-VD-OPH (20 µM). ROS production was analyzed by DHE flow cytometry. Results representative of three separate experiments. (C) JeKo-1 and (D) Mino cells were incubated 24 hr without or with silvestrol (10 nM). TRAIL was then added at the indicated concentrations. After an additional 24 hr, cell growth inhibition was assessed by MTS assay. Data are shown relative to time-matched untreated cells. Data shown are the average of three separate experiments, and bars show -/+ standard deviation. A significant synergistic interaction between silvestrol and TRAIL was observed in Mino (p<0.0001) but not JeKo-1 (p=0.351) cells.

Figure 6. Efficacy of silvestrol in vivo: SCID mice were NK cell-depleted with weekly administration of anti-IL2R antibody, then engrafted with 40x10⁶ JeKo-1 cells via the tail vein. (A) Mice were then randomized, and 15 days post-engraftment treatment was initiated with vehicle (N=10) or silvestrol at 1.5 mg/kg ip every 48 hr (N=9). Median survival was significantly prolonged (P<0.0001). A repeat experiment showed similar results (N=10 per group; p=0.0008). (B) In a separate cohort, 3 weeks post-engraftment mice were randomized to receive a single injection of either vehicle (N=9) or silvestrol (N=10). 24 hr after injections, mice were euthanized and lysates prepared from spleen cells. Cyclin D1 levels were then assessed by immunoblot. Results show the cyclin D1 to actin ratios of each sample. Results were normalized across blots using an identical aliquot of JeKo-1 lysate.
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